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Resequencing the headlines in our submission so as to better contextualise
and update key points while presenting our argument in the time allotted

Why we care
The Rest of the World
Transurban has to go
A Fundamental Alternative
Wrong Way Go Back
Iconic Black Swans and
Pelicans off the mouth
of Kororoit Creek

Why we care

Upper Stony Creek storm
water diversion under
railway into Kororoit

Hosted by UniMelb Infrastructure Engineering
Complex Systems and Knowledge Management
Transport, Hydrology, Western Growth Areas
Climate Change: obfuscation by vested interests
Nepean Bay Bar: save Melbourne from rising sea
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Kororoit Institute insiders plenary wrap concluded founding symposium
hosted by Institute of Engineers (Victoria) 2012

Kororoit Institute is nowadays
hosted by the University of
Melbourne Department of
Infrastructure Engineering.

Said enough about complex
Engineering, Planning and
Engagement heritage in
written submissions
Now primarily Networking
and Research organisation
Increasing focus on larger
Maribyrnong catchment,
volcanic plains grasslands
State government planning
processes on environment,
public lands and water
Melbourne Water Healthy
Waterways refresh: Creek,
River and Cynefin framing
Public Lands Advocacy
Network (PLAN) working
with VicRoads on Roadside
Environment Committee
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KI President Bill Hall’s magnum opus on
coevolution of humans and technology
led him to explore future scenarios from
The Singularity to climatic apocalypse

City of Melbourne concerns about floods
coming downstream initiated Moonee
Ponds Creek Catchment Collaboration
Pic: Limit of tidal influence, Macaulay
Station, RMIT UPSTREAM studio 2013

The unfairly maligned West Melbourne lagoon was a salt
lake refreshed by flood waters from the Chain of Ponds
that were modified to form lower Moonee Ponds Creek.
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1860
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Proposed city/north connections as bad as EWL Part B

How do we save Melbourne from rising sea levels?

The Nepean Bay Bar proposal
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Holdgate et al 2011

St. Leonards

East Sorrento
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Afsluitdijk, Zuiderzee, The Netherlands
Six decades to plan, another six to deliver

The Rest of the World

The Environment can’t see project boundaries
Container growth projections falling off curve
Sea level is question of when, not of whether
Agglomeration benefits depend on rail growth
Jane Jacobs “Saving the City” committee role
Kororoit Institute
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The Environment can’t see project boundaries
but, yes, construction of missing link on Kororoit Creek Trail
here would be very welcome. Can be justified independently.

Long used growth projections for container traffic are
even more fanciful than those for road congestion
Collapse of one of seven dominant container shippers
Declining expectations for Port of Melbourne sale

Empty container parks
litter the post-industrial
landscape like unsold
new car lots and quarries
turned rubbish dumps

Opposite
Yarraville
Gardens
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The car as expression of Freedom
Apple v Tandy

Apple v IBM

Apple v Micro$oft

Apple v Google

Apple v Samsung

Apple v Exxon
Social media adds degrees of Freedom
©Tony Knox
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Sea level is question of when, not of whether
Rapid change is long term norm, last 7,000 years odd

Agglomeration benefits depend on rail growth

Hub Melbourne 2012
co-working space at
Donkey Wheel House
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Jane Jacobs “Saving the City” committee role

Which city’s growth do we want to emulate?

London?
New York?
Los Angeles?
Houston?
Transurban has to go

Abandoned environmental and social duties
Capital works exchanged for deed extensions
Tulla widening issues, yet to assess performance
Role of rent seeker in “city shaping” planning?
Even Jeff Kennett says it’s time for them to go
Cover photo for Facebook Group: Transurban has to go
Kororoit Institute
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For six years ending 4 March 2012, CityLink
Neighbourhood Connections sponsored Clean Up
Australia Day at Debney’s Park housing estate.
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Kenneth Davidson advocating Tollway buyback, The Age, 3 Feb. 2005
Transurban is entitled to compensation if future Victorian governments develop
plans to improve alternative forms of transport which would divert revenue from
CityLink. It is also entitled to automatic toll adjustments for inflation, and a taxavoidance scheme involving IOUs called concession notes, repayable at their face
value at the end of the 35-year life of the franchise, in place of a $96 million
concession fee payable annually. The IOU is designed to be treated as an expense
for tax purposes.
Fortunately, the device has caught the eye of the Australian Tax Commissioner.
This may explain the decision last week by Transurban to pay up-front $150
million over the next two years to reduce its future concession note liabilities.
Whether this is sufficient to get the Tax Office off Transurban's back is a moot
point. The wondrous thing about the deal is that is that the revenue has been
hypothecated to improving the CityLink tollway where it intersects with the
Calder Highway - in other words, the Government gets some of its money before
most of the readers of this column will be dead or senile, provided it spends the
money on enhancing the approaches to CityLink.
Was this an early start on an escalating pattern?
Haven’t been able to find how multilevel weaving near Montague was financed
and aren’t as familiar with the history of widening of the Monash corridor.
Current CityLink (Tulla) widening openly financed by shortish toll extension.

Tullamarine Freeway–
CityLink widening
unsolicited project
escaped scrutiny
History of planning
failures at Bell St. aka
Malfunction Junction
Up close and personal
Published video of
dangerous merge
Assured original plan
would be improved
but final version worse
Killed historic tree
protecting cyclists
No performance
assessment ahead of
committing to this
even worse project
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